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National, Region, District Staff
NATIONAL:
GWRRA Director: Ray and Sandi Garris raygarris@gmail.com
GWRRA Deputy Director, Region F&I: Mike and Lynn Briggs mlbriggs@comcast.net

REGION:
GWRRA Region F Director: Keith and Teresa Morrison morrison.gwrra@gmail.com (505) 922-9250
GWRRA Region F Assistant Director: Mark Davis madavis@nuail.com (505) 379-1210
GWRRA Region F Assistant Director: Joyce and Rick Elmore
GWRRA Region F Assistant Director: Cathy and George Diaz

DISTRICT:
NM District Director: Dave and Lisa Bachman gwrrdave@gmail.com (505) 934-6165
NM District Assistant Director: Mark Davis madavis@nuail.com (505) 379-1210
NM District Assistant Director: Janet and Gary Longhurst GnJTrikers@gmail.com (505) 459-0690
NM District Membership Enhancement Coordinators:
MaryLou and Phil Johnston philloujohnston@gmail.com
NM District Rider Educator: Chris Boyle chris224068@yahoo.com (505) 350-0844
NM District Leadership Trainer: Harry Jenkins hwjenkins2@comcast.net (505) 730-6267
NM Couple of the Year: Bill and Becky Brown bill-becky@hotmail.com
NM District Treasurer: Margie Green margie.green@comcast.net
NM Motor Awareness Coordinators: Mark and Dorothy Rowe mrchevytruck@hotmail.com
NM Medic First Aid: Walter Clement range1274@comcast.net
NM Goodie Store: Judy and John Metts jemetts@gmail.com
NM District Photographers: Bill and Becky Brown bill-becky@hotmail.com
NM District Webmaster: Mark Davis madavis@nuail.com (505) 379-1210
NM District Newsletter Editor: Richard Mummey sandiarider@gmail.com (505) 239-4070
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District Directors
Dave and Lisa Bachman

“Not all those who wander are lost” J.R.R. Tolkien

This is a from a poem written by J.R.R. Tolkien from “The Fellowship of the Ring”. This is also an often quoted sentiment
seen on bumper stickers of those we affectionately call ‘Dead Heads’, the legions of fans who would follow the band The
Grateful Dead around the country to see their shows.
As bikers I believe there is great truth to this statement. How often do you wake in the morning with the sun shining, a soft
breeze blowing and a desire to explore? You think to yourself, “What a great day for a ride”. The question is “Where should I
go?”. The answer is “It doesn’t matter, because wherever I go, there I am”.
Nothing brings more joy to a motorcycle rider than throwing a leg over your steed and following your front tire, taking the
road less travelled, and exploring the new adventures that await. We all make wrong turns on the road, but think of it this
way. These are BONUS roads. Anyone can follow a route and get where they want to go. It’s the BONUS roads that offer the
best times, this is stuff you would not have otherwise seen.
We as riders are always looking for an adventure. Sure, sometimes you just need to be somewhere. On those occasions
when you have no specific destination, no time frame and no one to answer to, take the fork in the road to that unknown adventure that awaits. THIS is what stories are made of. No-one talks about the trip you took when the temperature was 78
degrees and the road was straight with little excitement. It’s the time you missed a turn and decided “Let’s push forward and
see what awaits”.
You might find the best little café overlooking a creek, or a hidden waterfall just off the trail. Who knows, you could be heading over a pass and on the other side, waiting for you, is a cow moose and her offspring. You might find the perfect spot for a
photo of sunset.
Remember you are only lost if you can’t find your own way home. So adventure away hearty traveler, the unknown has
plenty to offer, more than you can dream.
Ride Hard or Stay Home
David and Lisa
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Assistant District Director
Mark Davis

Get out and Ride!

Let’s get out and enjoy our state!! We have some beautiful rides in New Mexico. One way to ride some of our great roads
and see this state is to take your chapter to visit one of the other New Mexico Chapters. Our chapters are spread out so
there are a lot of roads to cover, miles to make, and members to meet.
While you are traveling the roads of New Mexico, why not participate in the Chapter W Dairy Queen contest or join Chapter F along Green Chili Cheeseburger Trail. Check the District and Chapter websites and newsletter for all sorts of rides
and events.
The 40 to Phoenix will coming through New Mexico on April 12th and 13th. Join the group in New Mexico and visit the home
office in Phoenix on April 14th. John and Judy Metts have invited others to join them and meet the group along the 40 to
Phoenix route.
Don’t forget that the combined Region F Family Gathering and New Mexico District Rally will be in Albuquerque May 27 th,
28th, and 29th at the Marriot Uptown. This is a great opportunity to meet other GWRRA members from around the southwest. Show your ride in the Bike and/or Light Show. Come watch Region F Drill teams perform. Rumor has it that The
Amazing Team challenge will be back this year.
There are a couple of big GWRRA national events as well, Reno Rendezvous in Reno, Nevada and of course Wing Ding
in Billings, Montana. There are multiple groups setting up rides to and from Wing Ding. Lots of beautiful riding in and
around that area. Let’s see if we can make New Mexico the largest District at Wing Ding!
Hope to see you “on the road”!
Mark Davis
New Mexico Assistant District Director
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NM District Membership Enhancement Coordinators
MaryLou and Phil Johnston

Couple and Individual of the Year
It’s March and a most welcomed month! Why, you ask? Well, we are much closer to the twentieth day of March, and
the first official day of Spring. In the not too distant future, we will bid farewell to “Old Man Winter,” and will don our warm
weather gear. Longer days equal longer riding times, and more GWRRA “F”un in the sun.
We are very pleased to congratulate the Chapter Level Couples of the Year (COY) and Individuals of the Year (IOY)
2016:
Garrett and Patty Mitchell, Chapter C – COY
Gary Smith and Trish Warwick, Chapter F – COY
Loren and Pat Condit, Chapter N - COY
John and Judy Metts, Chapter R – COY
Richard Mummey and Christy Porter, Chapter W - COY
David West, Chapter R - IOY
Chris Boyle, Chapter W - IOY
It is a tremendous honor to be chosen and recognized as a COY or IOY for one’s respective chapter. Please congratulate them, and lend your support by encouraging them to compete at the District level.
To compete at the District level, COY and IOY packages are due to MaryLou Johnston, pljohnston@suddenlink.net
by 1 April 2016.
As District MECs, we encourage all of you to formulate plans to enhance Chapter membership. Find and educate
non-members on GWRRA’s values and mission; explain our motto: “Fun, Safety and Knowledge”. Expound on the benefits
of Rescue-Plus. Invite them to your next gathering. If you spot a new or perspective member at one of your gatherings, be
sure you take the time to personally welcome them. You just might be the reason they decide to join GWRRA.
MaryLou and Phil Johnston
District MECs
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NM District Rider Educator
Chris Boyle

Night Vision

Have you ever wondered why night riding seems to be more of a challenge than it once was? Most of us are aware of the
glare and irritation of oncoming vehicle lights and let’s not even talk about reading those street signs on a dark avenue. Of
course, each person has a different level of visual acuity and confidence while riding at night. I like to say it takes two people
to drive, one to operate the vehicle and the other to navigate. Your co-rider, if you have one, can be a valuable voice during
those after dark explorations.

Now let’s get back to why some may experience diminished night vision as we age. Below are some common reasons.



Pupils don't dilate as much in the dark as we age. This reduces the amount of light entering our eyes and, “at age
60, the amount of light reaching the photoreceptors is only 33% of the amount seen at age 20.”(1) This certainly explains why it is more comfortable to read when there is adequate light.



Cataracts are cloudy or opaque areas in the normally clear lens of the eye. Depending upon their size and location,
they can interfere with normal vision. Usually cataracts develop in both eyes, but one may be worse than the other.
Cataracts can cause a decrease in contrast sensitivity (ability to distinguish between finer and finer increments of light
versus dark), a dulling of colors and increased sensitivity to glare. Cataracts are the world's leading cause of blindness, accounting for approximately 42 percent of all cases of blindness in all nations. “In the United States, most
cataracts are age-related, affecting more than half of all Americans older than 65 to some degree.” (2)



Age-related macular degeneration, glaucoma, diabetic retinopathy or cataracts affect 33 percent of all people age
40 and older — the same percentage who have nearsightedness, farsightedness and other refractive errors requiring
corrective lenses, according to The Vision Council. So even if you are lucky enough not to have a refractive error, you
may still be at risk of developing other common diseases affecting older eyes.
These problems, combined or in isolation, "may cause such a gradual decline in vision that a driver doesn't realize he
has become visually impaired," says ophthalmologist Elaine G. Hathaway, MD, speaking on behalf of The Vision
Council.

Cont. on pg.7
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So what can we do to be safer night time riders and drivers? The following tips can help you stay safe.



Aim your headlights correctly and make sure they are clean. Most of our motorcycles have adjustable headlights so
adjustments are very easy.



Clean your windshield – motorcycle, truck, and car. This includes your helmet windshield. Also, don’t forget to clean that
foggy haze that accumulates on the inside of the windows.



Replace scratched helmet windshields, as well as scratched prescription lenses.



Use extra caution at intersections. Many collisions involving older drivers occur at intersections due to a failure to yield,
especially when taking a left turn. If you are having trouble seeing at night or your eyes have difficulty recovering from
the glare of oncoming headlights, slow down and avoid driving at night or on unfamiliar roads, whenever possible.



Look away from oncoming traffic. One method is to look toward the right curb or lane line when experiencing headlight
glare.



Have an annual vision examination. (3)

Now that we have a better idea of why night vision may be diminished with age, as well as getting some tips on night driving,
there is one more thing I need to mention. The information provided in this article is for information only, and should not be
used as a substitute for professional diagnosis and treatment. Be safe!

1) Green, Marc , PhD, “Visual Forensics of Older Drivers” 2013. 2. John Hopkins Medicine, Wilmer Eye Institute. 3. American Optometric Association
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NM District Leadership Trainer
Harry and Amy Jenkins

AM I A MEMBER OR A PARTICIPANT?
“Member” is a term that is used quite loosely in most Chapters. You will often hear someone say, “I am a Member of
Chapter A.” Well, it’s close to the truth, but not quite.
As we all know, we pay our dues to GWRRA’s Home Office in Phoenix. No dues are paid to a local Chapter. As such,
everyone who pays their dues is considered a “Member” of the Gold Wing Road Rider’s Association. GWRRA is comprised of approximately 73,000 “Members”. We are all “Members” of only one organization. And, that is GWRRA.
Where the confusion comes in is that a Member of GWRRA chooses to be a “Participant” with a Chapter. In other
words, the “GWRRA Member” becomes a “Participant” with Chapter A. Now for a little twist. Since everyone is a Member
of GWRRA, individuals may choose to “Participate” with as many Chapters as they wish. Everyone in Chapter A is a
“Member” of GWRRA; and, so is everyone in Chapter B and Chapter C. We are all “Members” of GWRRA. As “Members,”
we have the right to participate with whichever Chapters we choose. Or, we may choose to participate with more than one
Chapter. We may even choose not to participate with any Chapter; but we are still Members of GWRRA.
I realize that this sounds like I am splitting hairs or being too technical. However, not understanding this concept can
lead to some serious misunderstandings. I have witnessed Chapters that tend to shun individuals that are not part of “their”
Chapter. I have also seen individuals not be included on a Chapter’s newsletter or phone tree because they also participate with another Chapter. To put it another way, some Chapters have become very territorial. For example, if you don’t
belong to my Chapter, I am not interested in talking or riding with you.
We’re all part of the same organization. We are all trying to have fun and enjoy our hobby of riding motorcycles. Let’s
not forget we are all “Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge.” To be honest, we all belong to every Chapter in GWRRA.
However, due to time and geography, we choose to participate with only one or possibly two Chapters.
For those that either did not realize it or have not taken the opportunity, I would like to encourage you to visit other
Chapters and participate with them in addition to your current Chapter. Each Chapter is unique and has a different personality. Each chapter offers a new and different set of people and activities. So, make the best of the time you have available.
Be a true “Member” of GWRRA and “Participate” as much as you can.
This is from the GWRRA LTP site: Take 5 Articles

Harry W. Jenkins II
Master University Trainer
Region “F” Assistant Leadership Trainer
NM District Leadership Trainer
Chapter "W" Ride Educator
First Aid/CPR Instructor
ATGATT
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NM
NM
District
District
Newsletter
Goodie Store
Editor
Judy Richard
and JohnMummey
Metts
OCP, CPR/First Aid and a Chapter Gathering all in one weekend!
For the past year we had been having issues with a strong gasoline smell while riding our trike. After several attempts including
a trip to Albuquerque and a friend trying to figure out where it was coming from, it was finally assessed that it must be coming
from the carburetors. With that diagnosis in mind we trailered the trike to Albuquerque to have it checked out one more time.
Sure enough, it was not only one of the carburetors it was both of them. Because our trike is 23 years old and we let it sit for so
many years without riding it, the gasoline had eaten out the bottom of the carburetors so they needed to be replaced. This just
proves that you must ride, ride, ride if you are going to keep your bike or trike in good working condition! While we were there
we attended the OCP class, the Chapter W gathering and renewed our CPR/First Aid certification. We had taken the OCP class
online three years ago so we wanted to compare the two experiences. Personally I found them both good ways to learn. Some
people disliked the online class and felt it was boring. I must be in the minority due to the fact that I liked it and the thought of
being bored never entered my mind. Maybe because of the study habits I grew up with, which was go to your room where it is
quiet, close the door if you must, and study. No radio’s, no headphones, just the chirping of the birds outside the window and
the sound of the cattle bellowing in the barnyard. Guess that either dates me, shows the environment in which I was raised, or
both! However, on the other hand I enjoyed the actual class room setting equally as well, where there was interaction among
those of us attending and the sharing of ideas and knowledge. To me the most important thing is to take the class. If you are an
officer it is very beneficial to do so no matter which method you choose, online or in a classroom environment.
The following day we attended Chapter W’s gathering which is always fun. We have visited that chapter so many times it almost feels like we belong. We’ve gotten to know almost everyone that attends and always enjoy the welcome hugs and hospitality we receive when we show up at the door. Sometimes we even win a door prize. This time John won three candles and I
won a set of shop towels. (Incidentally, we swapped door prizes. Those shop towels looked like work to me and beyond my
comprehension of performing the duties making the use of them necessary! And I’m not sure John would ever light one of
those candles.)
Joining GWRRA has been a great experience for us, not only have we got a local chapter we love and enjoy, but we now have
friends in every area of the state. When we go to the Convention, aka the “Family Reunion”, it is truly a family reunion for us.
Therefore, I encourage everyone to attend other chapter gatherings and join them on their rides and get to know other members
outside your chapter so when you go to the Convention it will truly be a family reunion for you as well.
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District Medic First Aid
Walter Clement

First Aid/CPR February 20,21
Recently, I made a trip to Albuquerque; a trip that was far more exhilarating than I anticipated.
Many in GWRRA travel for fun, others travel for food and there are more who travel just for the sake of traveling. For me, the
Albuquerque trip was designed to attend Leadership training and to teach First Aid/CPR.
Allow me to compare the similarities of First Aid provider responding to an emergency and the functions of a vehicle air bag. A
First Aid provider and a vehicle air bag are usually unnoticed until an event takes place.
When events occur, people expect both the First Aid provider and the air bag to perform.
The air bag is a mechanical device that has been tested and retested under various conditions. A First Aid provider should train
and retrain so the training is encoded into memory.
“Encoding is the crucial first step to creating a new memory. It allows the perceived item of interest to be converted into
a construct that can be stored within the brain, and then recalled later from short-term or long-term memory.”
(2010) The Human Memory.
Continuous training and deliberate practice will prepare you to properly respond to developing emergency First Aid/CPR situations.
One would think that my weekend in Albuquerque was full of academics. However, there were moments of jocularity that
strained the inner core of my body. After leadership training, we discussed non-serious issues and laughed over pizza.
Sunday was Chapter W’s monthly gathering. It was a good meeting that was interspersed by eruptions of contagious laughter. I
entered this gathering alone and walked away with friends.
I promised never to go back . . . but I will - only with my doctor’s permission.
If you need to have fun, go to Albuquerque Chapter W’s gathering. (I heard rumors that Chapter F’s meetings are just as entertaining.) Please approach these gatherings with caution if laughter is hazardous to your health.
After a sumptuous breakfast at the Golden Corral, we all attended First Aid/CPR training. This class was the first of two classes
I was scheduled to teach. I was surrounded by mentors. Their service and support was greatly appreciated.
I relished my weekend in Albuquerque; attending class, gatherings and teaching the class. Above all, I experienced the true
meaning of the GWRRA motto, “Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge.”

Walter Clement

A safe ride is that best ride!

District MFA
District Assistant Ride Educator

Reference: The Human Memory, http://www.human-memory.net/processes_encoding.html
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District Newsletter Editor
Richard Mummey

To Volunteer in Your Chapter
To All Our Fellow Wingers,
Well, the hustle and bustle of the holidays are over and a new year is upon us. We again welcome Tom and Lisa Evans as our continuing directors. We are so fortunate to have them continue this role. That being said, as tradition goes, I
and Terry will be stepping up to fill those very large shoes. This is where all of you folks involved in our chapter need to get
some serious thinking done in the next months. Terry and I agreed at if no one steps up to be assistant directors, we will
decline our position. Let us not have that happen. I heard some say, "Well, we did that in the past". Well, "News Flash People", you can do it again! Terry and I were the directors of our former chapter back east as well as Tom and Lisa in their
former chapter. It does not have to "Be A Once And Done Thing”. And for some of you "New B's", don't be afraid to step up
to the position. It really doesn't command an unreasonable amount of time. No worries, if you feel you don't know everything about running a chapter. We may not have all the answers either but will find them. Consider in the next months
ahead about stepping up not only for Assistant Director but for other positions. This is our Chapter and if it is to remain active we need to get involved. We've many good people here that possess many talents. It would be a shame to not use
them. Please think about this in the next months.
On a lighter note, hopefully the worst of our cold weather is behind us. Lets get out there and enjoy the great South
West scenery on our bikes. If you are going on a ride send out an e-mail. You might pick up a rider or two. Larry does a
great job on the lunch rides. And a big thanks him. Our bikes should be "go bikes, not show bikes!" So lets "GO".
On A Wing And A Prayer,
Glennie and Terry Payne Assistant Chapter TX-A1 Directors
The above article appeared in the GWRRA TX-A1 2016 Sun City Wings February newsletter. I added this article to the
District newsletter to reach a larger group of readers as not all of us read all the chapter newsletters. I am not picking on
Chapter TX-A1, but want to make those who not holding positions aware they can help by being on your chapter Team.
There are approx. twelve Support Team positions, not including the 4 Core Team positions according to the OCP (Officers
Certification Program).* Tell your CD that YOU would like to volunteer for a position. If the position is not your cup of tea,
there are many others you can try. Chapter Directors, ask a ‘Newbie’ or someone who has not held a position for some
time to volunteer. A couple of ‘great ideas’: the old ‘How you doing?’ and ‘let me take you lunch, dinner’ are great ideas to
talk to someone for a chapter Team position. Remember: you only get out of it what you put in!

* http://ltp.gwrra.org/OCP_StudentWorkbookCurrent.pdf) pg. 23
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Motorcycle Awareness
Saturday May 14th, 2016 9am-2pm
San Juan Plaza (By Dunkin’ Donuts)
Farmington, New Mexico
Schedule:
8am Setup

Meet at Dunkin’ Donuts
Vendors Set Up Tables and Banners
Place Banner by Roadside

9am – 2pm

Vendor’s Open for Business
Guide Parking for Bike Showing
Bike Washing
Bike Demonstrations for Public
CMA Prayer Booth – Get your Bike Blessed

2pm Break Down
2:30 Parade of Bikes
4pm Music, Munchies and Mayhem (GWRRA Invited Guests)
Meet at Mark & Dorothy’s Home
Hot Dogs, Burgers & More (Cooked by Fabulous Franks Food Trailer)
Award Ceremony
Bonfire Party
Sunday May 15th, 2016
9am

Group Ride (location to be determined)

Possible Vendors:

Mild to Wild (Knives), Off The Chain (Clothes), Honda Shop, Harley Shop, Kawasaki Shop, Speedin’ Motorsports,
Ultimate Audio, Upholstery & More

For More Information:
Mark & Dorothy Rowe (505) 402-3806
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New Mexico District Chapter
Gatherings
“C” Clovis

CD’s: Joe & Nancy Opuszenski

1st Saturday 6:30 pm

(505) 892-4223

Red Lobster

joeopus@earthlink.net

2601 N. Prince
Clovis, NM 88101

“D” Farmington

CD’s: Tom & Lorraine Weingates

2nd Saturday 9:00 am Gathering

(575) 762-5545

Golden Corral

howlingwinds@suddenlink.net

1715 E. Main St.
Farmington, NM

“F” Albuquerque

CD: Gary Greenfield

1st Saturday 7:30 am Eat ,8:30 am Gathering

greenfieldgary3@gmail.com

Golden Corral
2701 Coors Blvd., NW

“R” Roswell

CD’s: Danny Branch & Crystal Salazar

1st Saturday 11:300AM

(505) 480-5330

Jan. April, July, Oct.

dbranch654@gmail.com

K-Bob’s 19th& Main, Roswell

cjs129@hotmail.com

Feb., May, Aug., Dec.
Stevens Inn, 1829 S Canal, Carlsbad

TX-”A1” El Paso

March, Nov.

2nd Saturday 11:30 am Gathering

Ranchers Steak House, 2022 N Turner, Hobbs

Rudy’s Country Store and BarB-Q 11:00 am Eat

June, Sept.

6401 S Desert Blvd

K-Bobs, 157 US Hwy 70 Ruidoso

El Paso, TX

CD: David West

CD’s: Tom & Lisa Evans

(575) 626-8326

(575) 652-3114 p

dww4664@msn.com

(732) 809-2184 c
evans@att.net

“W” Albuquerque
3rd Sunday 7:30am Eat ,8:30am Gathering

“N” Rio Rancho
4th Saturday Noon Gathering
Rub N Wood BBQ
4000 Barbara Loop SE
Rio Rancho, NM 87124

Golden Corral
10415 Central Ave., NE
CD: Tom Brewer
(505) 604-7546
frankenankle2044@yahoo,com
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Region F Directors
Keith and Teresa Morrison

Join your GWRRA friends in Albuquerque NM
May 27-29, 2016 for the combined
GWRRA Region "F"un Rally and NM District Rally
at the Albuquerque Marriott
The rally is coming and we don't want you to miss out!
Join your GWRRA Friends in Albuquerque, NM
May 27-29, 2016 for the combination GWRRA Region "F"un Rally and the New Mexico District Rally

Already registered? Thank you! We look forward to seeing you there and sharing the fun.
For more fun, bring a friend with you. That makes it even more fun for all!
Not registered yet? It's easy! For Rally Registration: http://gwrra-regionf.org/d7conv/
Or, you can send in a paper registration.
Pre-registration deadline is May 1st, 2016.
To download the Rally flyer:

http://gwrra-regionf.org/sites/default/files/2016%20Convention%20Flyer.pdf

The host hotel is the Albuquerque Marriott Have you reserved your room? They are going fast. You KNOW you
want to go!
Make your reservation NOW! Take advantage of the special rate we have just for you.
Albuquerque Marriott.
For Hotel Registration: http://www.marriott.com/meeting-event-hotels/group-corporate-travel/groupCorp.mi?
resLinkData=Gold%20Wing%20Road%20Riders%20Association%202016%5EABQNM%
60gwrgwra%60109.00%60USD%60false%604%605/25/16%605/31/16%
604/29/16&app=resvlink&stop_mobi=yes
In the coming weeks, we'll be highlighting
the 2016 Region "F"un Rally
with exciting details so stay tuned for more information.
We look forward to seeing you there.
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Other Rallies

http://wing-ding.org/

Arizona District Rally—October 28-30, 2016 Lake Havasu City, AZ
http://www.gwrraaz.org/district/rallys/2016-az-district-rally/online-registration/

Colorado District Rally—August 11-13, 2016 Montrose, CO
http://coloradogwrra.com/Rally/Colorado/CoDistrictRally.htm

Texas District Rally—May 19-21, 2016 Temple, TX
http://www.gwrra-tx.org/news/2016Registration.pdf

Utah District Rally—July 15-16, 2016 Vernal, UT
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?
eid=bzJxZm9rbjhlNG1hbnQ4amptNmRobDlnZzggZ3dycmF1dGFoQG0&ctz=America/Denver
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